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ABSTRACT 

 

The order of road crossing point Beregsurány provisions concerning passangers 

                            

The order of the crossing point defines those obligatory regulatios, that it compulsory for the 

checking organs and the passengers to do. 

 

Regulations of the crossing-piont concerning passengers: 

 

1.    The area of the crossing-point:   

The area of the crossing-point surranded between the line of the border and the board signaling the 

beginning of Beregsurány. 

 

2.   The border traffic control: 
The checking of the passengers happens in order of arrival. It is possible to differ from this int he 

case of a person enjoying the diplomatic or other exemption only. The persons travelling with car 

may not modify their lane before the place of checking following the classification only with a 

permit. 

The pedestrians have to use for the border crossing the pavement and the area between the building 

and the fence, not be disturbed the traffic. 

Following the passport checking the customs officer lets though the pedestrians one by one on the 

fence for a customs exemination. 

 

 The order of the passengers’ checking in both direction: 
         1. Passport checking by way of a police officer            2. Customs  examination 

 

3.  The obligartory regulations concerning the passengers: 

 

The passengers applying for the border crossing have to transmit their documents to the police 

officer and the customs officer to check. At the time of checking vehicles(freights) the driver 

(owner)of the car has to open the cabin, engine compartment and the luggage rack. 

The travellers have to stay in their car at the time of the checking, if the police or customs officer 

does not take action some other way. 

The passengers may manage his affairs before and after the line of the checking in the designate car 

parks. 

The person who is under a procedure and administration has to stay at the designate place, and may 

leave the crossing oint with the administrator permit only.  

At the time of staying on the crossing point the drivers have to observe the regulation of KRESZ (the 

rules of the road) 

On the crossing point the pedestrians and the travellers with vehicles have to throw the garbage into 

the dustbins, if somebody spread littering, its brings about an offence sanction. 

Those person who do not want to cross the border or want to use the money-changing room and the 

toilett, have to leave their car in the car park which are on the entry and exit side too. 
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4. The inhibitory provisions concerning the passengers: 

 

Prohibited to leave the cars in the car park for long more lasting time apart from the administrative 

time. 

 

Prohibited on the area of the crossing place: 

 

        -to spread litter,pollute the environment, to use the buildings not properly, and damage them 

        -to prepare sound recording and taking pictures withouth a permisson of the police or customs  

        - to use a mobile phone 

 

In the lane of checking it is allowed to smoke only on the designate places, designate smoking 

places: 

   -on the exit side at the second line checking place 

   -on the entry side at the second line checking place 

   - on the entry side in front of the bus checking building 

 

Beregsurany, 14 June 21. 

 

  

 András Dr. Papp  p. lieutenant colonel 

      Border Policing Office                        

 Commander 
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